LANCASHIRE CAT CLUB SHOW 11TH MARCH 2017
JUDGE-HELEN MARRIOTT-POWER
Many thanks to Chrissie for the invitation to judge and to the Lancashire Cat Club for their
hospitality. I had a great day with some lovely cats and was very ably assisted by Mark Pearman as
my steward. I look forward to another time.

AV FOREIGN GRAND CHAMPION
IMP STARK’S GR CH DUSHENKA RAPHAEL RUS a M 22.9.15
Super size and weight to this strong, eighteen months old boy. Lovely head has a short wedge from
the tip of the nose to eyes and is equidistant from the eyes to the ears. Flat appearance to top of
head between the ears. Prominent whisker pads form a broad muzzle. Blue nose leather. Profile
shows straight forehead to upper eye level, very slight angle change then nose is straight to tip. Level
bite and fair depth chin. Large, pointed ears, wide at base and vertically set with the outer line
following the outer contours of the face. To be really picky I would prefer them slightly taller. Eyes
are set wide apart, almond in shape with a gentle expression and green in colour. Large but elegant
looking, long, muscular body with proportionate long legs and small oval paws with blue pads. Good
length, gently tapering tail to balance body. Excellent coat, plushy with dense undercoat, fine and
soft in texture, standing out well from the body, just a trifle flat along the spine. Russian Blue of
good, sound, medium blue in colour with a silvery sheen to rounded areas. Faint rings on tail. Super
temperament.

RES IMP WHITMORE’S GR CH VELASTAR JUPITER CALLISTO BEN n 24 32 M 1.1.16
Impressive boy at only fourteen months of age. Medium to large body, long, sleek and well toned
with medium length, strong legs and large rounded paws. Good medium length tail, thick and even,
carried low and with a rounded, dark tip. Short to medium length coat, fairly dense, soft and
luxurious in texture. AOC Eyed Snow spotted Bengal of ivory ground colour, large brown rosettes
and spots. Definition of spots slightly diffused down spine/back with some ticking and darker
overtones. Clear ‘M’ on face, pencil lines on cheeks, chin straps and vertical streaks over head.
Broken lines and spots on legs, rings on tail and spots on tummy. Very nice head of broad, medium
wedge with rounded contours, high cheek bones and correctly small in proportion to body. In
profile gentle curve from forehead to bridge of nose, slight concave curve to nose then straight to
tip. Large, broad nose with puffed nose leather. Full, broad muzzle, level bite but slightly shallow
chin. Pronounced whisker pads. Medium to larger sized ears following the outer contours of the
head, wide at base and rounded at tips. Full, almond shaped, green eyes, large and correctly slanted
towards the base of the ear. Lovely temperament.

AC RUSSIAN, ABYSINIAN, KORAT OR THAI CHAMPION MALE
GR CH HAWKINS’S CH SAWATAO KALASIN KOR M 27.7.15
Korat boy of twenty months of age. Just a trifle long in nose so spoiling the overall look for good
heart shaped head when viewed from the front. Good breadth between and across the eyes and
gently curving to a well developed muzzle. Large and flat forehead. Slight downward curve to nose
which is a trifle long and has slight bump. Profile shows slight stop between nose and forehead.
Level bite but slightly shallow chin. Large ears, flared at base, set high on head and giving alert
expression. Large, luminous, prominent eyes, green in colour. Very good size and weight with good
muscle tone to body with semi cobby appearance. Good legs to balance body and oval paws.
Medium length tail, heavier at base and tapers to tense tip. Very good coat, fairly short, fine, close
lying and with glossy appearance. Fairly even blue colour with silver tipping to rounded areas. Nice
natured.

AC RUSSIAN, ABYSINIAN, KORAT OR THAI CHAMPION FEMALE
GR CH PHILLIPS’S CH MELKELTER PRUDENCEKOVA RUS a F 16.11.14
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Nice overall type to this two plus years old lady but just on the petite size. Head has a short wedge
from tip of the nose to eyes and is equidistant from the eyes to ears. Flat appearance to top of head
between the ears. Good whisker pads and muzzle. In profile straight forehead to upper eye level,
shallow concave curve then nose is straight to tip. Level bite and fair depth chin. Large, tall, pointed
ears, wide at base and vertically set with the outer line following the outer contours of the face.
Well set eyes, almond in shape with a nice expression and green in colour. Elegant body, good
weight for size with proportionate legs and dainty oval paws with blue pads. Proportionate length,
gently tapering tail to balance body. Good coat, with dense undercoat, fine and soft in texture, short
and stands out from the body but flat along the back. Russian Blue of medium to deeper blue colour
with a silvery sheen to rounded areas. Sweet natured.

AV FOREIGN GRAND PREMIER MALE
IMP BRYNES GR PR ONATUREL APPENINE STAR SPH n 03 MN 1.5.13
Excellent presentation to this Black and White Sphynx boy of nearly four years of age. Very good
head with rounded contours to a modified wedge with prominent cheek bones and distinctive
whisker break with prominent whisker pads. In profile very slight dip at eye line. Well rounded
muzzle, level bite and fair depth chin. Very large, wide at base ears, set well apart and at slight angle
to head, rounded at tips. Lemon shape to large, pale green, wide set eyes correctly slanted towards
outer edges of ears. Well balanced and with very good size and weight to medium length, muscular
body with rounded, broad chest and proportionate length, slender legs with thick, oval paws and
long, slim toes. Slender, tapering tail to balance body. Excellent coat of fine down over body, just
slightly thicker over back of ears and toes, dense on nose. Nice wrinkles over top of head, neck and
lower chest. Lovely temperament.

RES IMP CHEAL’S GR PR TOBYSDEN TERESCHENKO BEN n 24 MN 19.4.14
Mature looking almost three years old boy. Very large and weighty long body, muscular with longish,
strong legs and large rounded paws. Long, thick tail feels tense at tip. Good length coat, fairly dense,
soft and luxurious in texture. Brown Spotted Bengal of golden brown ground colour with large spots
and some multi-coloured rosettes well defined. Clear ‘M’ on face, pencil lines on cheeks, chin straps
and vertical streaks over head. Broken lines and spots on legs, rings on tail and spots on tummy.
Medium wedge with some rounding to contours and head correctly small in proportion to body. I
would prefer a touch more generous strength at cheeks and more generous muzzle. Good profile
with gentle curve from forehead to bridge of nose, slight concave curve to nose then straight to tip.
Level bite, rounded but slightly shallow chin and good whisker pads. Large ears but follow the outer
contours of the head, wide at base and rounded at tips. Full, almond shaped, pale green eyes, large
and correctly slanted towards the base of the ear. Lovely temperament.

AV FOREIGN GRAND PREMIER FEMALE
IMP MCGLASHAN’S GR PR SHOELINA DIAMOND JUBILEE RUS a FN 4.6.12
Really lovely nearly five years old lady. Very good head has a short wedge from the tip of the nose to
eyes and is equidistant from the eyes to ears. Flat appearance to top of head between the ears.
Prominent whisker pads form a broad muzzle. Profile shows straight forehead to upper eye level,
very shallow concave curve then nose is straight to tip. Level bite and fair depth chin. Large, upright
ears, wide at base, for perfection I would prefer them taller. Eyes are set wide apart, almond in
shape with a gentle expression and vivid green in colour. Excellent size and weight to elegant, long,
firm body with long proportionate legs and small oval paws with blue pads. Long, gently tapering tail
balances body length. Excellent plushy double coat, with very dense undercoat is fine and soft in
texture, short and stands out well from the body. Russian Blue of medium blue in colour with a
silvery sheen to rounded areas. Lovely temperament.
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AC BI-COLOUR RAGDOLL (INC RED & TABBY) ADULT
1 CC JONES’S GROOVICATS ZAMBEZI RAG n 03 M 29.7.15
Good head to this twenty months old boy, broad with a flat plane of good width between the ears
with well developed cheeks and rounded well developed muzzle, level bite and fair depth chin.
Profile shows a gentle dip then medium length nose. Medium sized ears are set wide apart with a
slight forward tilt, rounded at tips and well furnished. Large, slightly oblique, well opened eyes set
well apart and deep blue in colour. Heavy set short neck to long and muscular body with broad
chest and substantial bone to medium length legs with large, firm, rounded and tufted paws. Long,
slightly tapering tail feels tense at tip, bushy effect to fur. Excellent presentation of coat is medium
in length, dense and silky in texture. Ruff and knickerbockers well developed. Seal Bi-Colour Ragdoll
with white to inverted ‘V’ from forehead at eye line down nose to whisker pads and chin, chest, bib,
full underbody, front and back legs up to underbody, patches on neck and back. Deep seal points of
rest of mask and ears, tail paler. Beige body colour. Lovely temperament.

BOB LYNCH’S GR CH MAGISRAGIS PIGGY MALONE RAG n 03 M 29.1.15
Two plus years old boy beautifully presented. Lovely type to head broad with a flat plane of
good width between the ears with well-developed cheeks and rounded well developed
muzzle, level bite and fair depth chin. Profile shows a gentle dip then medium length nose
with a hint of a slightly retrousse tip. Small to medium sized ears are set wide apart with a
slight forward tilt, rounded at tips and well furnished. Large, slightly oblique, well opened
eyes set well apart and deep blue in colour. Well balanced with long and muscular body of
good weight, broad chest and good bone to medium length legs with large, rounded and
tufted paws. Long, slightly tapering tail to balance body with bushy effect to fur. Full coat
which is medium in length, dense and silky in texture. Ruff and knickerbockers well
developed. Seal Bi-Colour Ragdoll Balanced with inverted ‘V’ in white to lower face and chin,
chest and bib, full underbody, front and back legs up to underbody and spot on back. Points
of rest of mask and ears of well defined deep seal brown, tail marginally paler. Creamy body
colour. Lovely temperament.
BLACK SILVER TABBY ADULT MALE
BOB KIDD’S IMP GR CH SKIDOOSH SILVER SHOGUN BRI ns 22 M 26.4.11
Super size and weight to this impressive nearly six years old boy. Head has full cheeks to a
round face with good breadth to skull and rounded top of head of good width between the
ears set far apart to follow the outer contours of the head, small to medium in size and
rounded at the tips. In profile rounded brow, medium nose break and short, straight, broad
nose. Level bite and fair depth chin. Large and well open eyes set wide apart, pale yellowy
colour toning to green at centre. Short neck to cobby body with a level back, low on legs
and with a full, broad, deep chest. Short, strong, well boned legs and firm, rounded paws.
Medium length tail is thicker at base and rounded at tip. Short, dense coat with a crisp
texture. Black Silver Tabby British of bright silver ground colour with a strong black classic
pattern and no tarnishing. Nice natured.
AOC SPOTTED ADULT MALE
1 CC GLENHILL’S KRESTA BARNABY BRI a 24 M 25.6.15
Just over nine months old Blue Spotted British boy who looks like a ‘rangy teenager’ at
present and is still maturing. Head has full cheeks to a round face when viewed from the
front with good breadth to skull and rounded top of head of good width between medium
sized ears set far apart to follow the outer contours of the head, rounded at the tips. In
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profile rounded brow, medium nose break, nose a bit long but straight. Level bite but
slightly shallow chin. Large and well open, golden coloured eyes set wide apart. Strong
body, a bit long and out of balance with well boned legs. Large rounded paws. Good tail is
thicker at base and rounded at tip. Coat is a bit long, fairly dense and fairly crisp texture.
Nice natured.
AOC SPOTTED ADULT FEMALE
1 CC & BOB DANSON’S COZZYBRITZ FLASH DANCE BRI c 24 F 18.8.15
Attractive well balanced nineteen months old girl. Very nice head has full cheeks to a round
face with good breadth to skull and rounded top of head of good width between ears set far
apart to follow the outer contours of the head, medium in size and rounded at the tips. In
profile rounded brow, medium nose break and short, straight, broad nose. Level bite and
strong chin. Large and well open, golden coloured eyes set wide apart. Compact body with
a level back, low on legs and with good breadth chest. Short, well boned legs and rounded
paws. Medium length tail is thicker at base and rounded at tip. Coat is a bit long but with
very good density and fairly crisp texture. Lilac Spotted British of deepish lilac and showing
some downward linkage to spots. Sweet natured.
AC COLOURPOINTED BRITISH ADULT
1 CC & BOB JOHNSON’S CAZUREBLUES KITTY POSH PAWS BRI a 33 F 19.6.13
Approaching four years old lady. When viewed from the front head has full cheeks to a
round face with rounded top of head of good width between medium sized ears set far
apart to follow the outer contours of the head, rounded at the tips. Profile has rounded
brow, medium nose break, nose a bit long but straight. Level bite but slightly shallow chin.
Large, mid-blue coloured eyes set wide apart. Slightly long compact body with a level back
and with good breadth chest. Short, nicely boned legs and firm, rounded paws. Good
length, thick tail. Coat is a trifle long but dense and fairly crisp texture. Blue Colourpointed
British of deepish blue points and rather heavily shaded body colour. Sweet natured.
GOLDEN TIPPED ADULT MALE
1 CC BURNELL’S BURLEWAY MR BLUE SKY BRI ay 12 M 3.3.16
Good overall balance to this one year old boy of good size and weight with good muscle
tone. Good head has full cheeks to a roundish face with good breadth to skull and rounded
top of head of good width between the ears set far apart to follow the outer contours of the
head, medium in size and rounded at the tips. Just a trifle fine at muzzle. In profile rounded
brow, medium nose break and fairly short, straight, broad nose. Level bite and fair depth
chin. Large and well open, green eyes set wide apart. Well built, cobby body with a level
back, low on legs and with a broad chest. Short, strong, well boned legs and rounded paws.
Medium length tail is thicker at base and rounded at tip. Fairly short, dense coat with a
crispish texture. Blue Golden British of cool toned base colour down back but blueish fawn
underbody. Deep blue tipping. Lovely temperament.
GOLDEN TIPPED ADULT FEMALE
1 CC & BOB BURNELL’S BURLEWAY DELILAH BRI ay 12 F 24.12.15
Lovely overall type to this fifteen months old girl. Good head has full cheeks to a roundish
face with good breadth to skull and rounded top of head of good width between the ears
set far apart to follow the outer contours of the head, medium in size and rounded at the
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tips. In profile rounded brow, medium nose break and fairly short, straight, broad nose.
Good muzzle, level bite and good depth, level chin. Large and well open eyes set wide apart
green in colour paling to yellow at outer edge. Good size and weight, well balanced with
compact body and short, well boned legs and rounded paws. Medium length tail is thicker
at base and rounded at tip. Fairly short, dense coat with a crispish texture. Blue Golden
British of good blueish fawn ground colour with strong blue tipping. Nice natured.
BLACK SILVER TABBY KITTEN MALE
2 1ST WITHELD ALLEN’S SOZO SILVER ELGAR BRI ns 22 M 31.10.16
Nice size and weight to this five months old boy. Nice head has good cheeks to a round face
with good breadth to skull and rounded top of head of good width between medium sized
ears set far apart to follow the outer contours of the head, rounded at the tips. In profile
rounded brow, medium nose break and fairly short, straight nose. Strong chin but such a
pity he is very overshot. Large and well open eyes set wide apart, golden colour. Nicely
balanced with cobby body with a level back, low on legs and with good breadth chest. Short,
strong, well boned legs and firm, rounded paws. Medium length tail is thicker at base and
rounded at tip. Fairly short, slightly dense coat, softish texture. Black Silver Tabby British
with good black markings against a bright silver ground colour. Slight tarnishing to muzzle.
Sweet natured.
BLACK SILVER TABBY KITTEN FEMALE
1 & BOB WALSH’S LOUREWZ LULU GUINESS BRI ns 22 F 2.8.16
Delightful seven months old girl. Head has full cheeks to a round face with good breadth to
skull and rounded top of head of good width between the ears which are a bit oversized for
her face at present so spoiling the balance, rounded at tips. In profile rounded brow,
medium nose break and short, straight nose. Level bite and firm, but slightly shallow chin.
Large yellowy-green coloured eyes set wide apart. Compact body with a level back, low on
legs and with good width chest. Short, proportionate boned legs and rounded paws.
Medium length tail is thicker at base and rounded at tip. Fairly short and dense coat with a
slightly soft texture. Black Silver Tabby British with an excellent black classic pattern against
the pale silvery ground colour. Lovely facial markings. Sweet natured.
2 WALSH’S VINMAR SILVA BEATRIX BRI ns 22 F 21.7.6
Good size and weight to this eight months old girl. Round face has good cheeks and good
width to skull. Rounded top of head of good width between medium sized ears set far apart
to follow the outer contours of the head, rounded at the tips. In profile rounded brow,
medium nose break and fairly short, straight nose. Misaligned, concave top line to bite, firm,
level chin. Large and well open eyes set wide apart, golden in colour. Compact body with
proportionate well boned legs and firm, rounded paws. Medium length tail is thicker at
base and rounded at tip. Fairly short, slightly dense coat, soft side of crisp in texture. Black
Silver Tabby British of silvery ground colour with black pattern, lines down spine merging
together but good butterfly outline and oyster shaped patches. Nice natured.
AC COLOURPOINTED BRITISH KITTEN
1 & BOB BERRY’S MAWBRITZ FLORES SEA BRI a 33 F 13.6.16
Eight plus months old girl with a nice head when viewed from the front with full cheeks to a
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round face with good breadth to skull and rounded top of head of good width between
small to medium sized ears set far apart to follow the outer contours of the head, rounded
at the tips. In profile rounding to brow, medium nose break, nose a bit long but straight.
Level bite and firm chin. Large and well open eyes set wide apart, mid-blue in colour. Cobby
body low on well boned legs and firm, rounded paws. Good length tail is thicker at base and
rounded at tip. Fairly short and dense coat with a fairly crisp texture. Blue Colourpointed
British with heavily shaded body colour, paler at roots and darkish blue points, faint rings on
tail. Sweet natured.
GOLDEN TIPPED KITTEN
1 & BOB CAMPBELL’S ABALUKI ELEANOR RGBY BRI ny 12 F 16.6.16
Very pretty girl of nearly nine months of age. Lovely face is round and has full cheeks, good
breadth to skull and rounded top of head of good width between neat ears set far apart to
follow the outer contours of the head, small in size and rounded at the tips. In profile
rounded brow, medium nose break and short, straight nose. Level bite and firm chin. Large
and well open eyes set wide apart, hint of green developing from muddy toned colour.
Good size and weight to compact body with a level back, low on legs and with good breadth
chest. Short, proportionate boned legs and rounded paws. Medium length tail is thicker at
base and rounded at tip. Shortish, dense coat with a fairly crisp texture. Golden Tipped
British of lovely bright apricot body colour all the way to roots. Even black tipping, slightly
more intense down spine and top of tail. Sweet natured.
AC SELKIRK REX NEUTER MALE
1 PC YOUNG’S BOUCLES MONSIEUR CHATOUILLE SRL b MN 18.5.16
Chocolate Selkirk Rex Longhair of ten months of age. Round underlying bone structure to
broad, round head which has full cheeks. Head is set on a short thick neck. Rounded
forehead, medium nose break and short, broad, straight nose but I would like a bit more of
a downward slant. Nice muzzle with well padded whisker pads. Level bite and firm, level
chin. Medium sized ears, broad at base and set well apart. Large, round, well open eyes set
wide apart. Level back to cobby body giving a rectangular appearance with equally broad
shoulders and rump. Well boned, medium length legs and firm rounded paws. Medium
length tail is thicker at base and has a rounded tip and with plumy curls to the fur. Semilonghair coat is thick and dense but could do with a little more work on presentation to
stand out from the body in loose individual curls with a plush feel, a bit coarse down spine
with some long white hairs. Ruff framing face. Shy but gentle nature.
AC SELKIRK REX NEUTER FEMALE
BOB HIGAB’S IMP GR PR ACOZNI FAIRYFLOSS SRL g FN 23.7.14
Approaching three years old Blue-Cream Selkirk Rex Longhair lady. Good head has round
underlying bone structure which is broad and round with good full cheeks. Head is set on a
short thick neck. Rounded forehead, medium nose break and short, broad, straight nose but
with a rather slight downward slant. Medium width to good muzzle with well padded
whisker pads. Level bite and fair depth chin. Medium ears, broad at base and set well apart.
Cheeky expression to large, round, well open, green eyes set wide apart. Good size and
weight to cobby body with rectangular appearance from equally broad shoulders and rump.
Well boned, longish legs and rounded paws. Longish tail is thicker at base and has a rounded
tip, full and bushy. Very full semi-longhair coat is thick and dense and of good texture. Full
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ruff framing face. Nice natured.
RUSSIAN BLUE ADULT MALE
BOB STARK’S GR CH DUSHENKA RAPHAEL RUS a M 22.9.15

SPHYNX KITTEN MALE
1 & BOB GROVES’S NINAVETTA MUST BE MAGIC SPH n 03 22 M 26.8.16
Nicely balanced Brown Classic Tabby and White Sphynx boy who is very well grown at seven
months of age. Nice head has rounded contours to a modified wedge with prominent cheek
bones and distinctive whisker break with prominent whisker pads. Slight dip at eye line in
profile. Strong rounded muzzle, level bite and strong, level chin. Large, wide at base ears,
set well apart and at slight angle to head, rounded at tips. Lemon shape to large, wide set,
pale blue eyes, correctly slanted towards outer edges of ears. Medium length to muscular
body with rounded, broad chest and medium length proportionate legs with thick, oval
paws. Long fine tail. Fine down over body, limited down on nose and back of ears. Rather
sparse whiskers and eyebrows. Playful with a lovely temperament.
SPHYNX KITTEN FEMALE
1 GROVES’S BEVLIN LOUTWO SPH n 32 F 20.10.16
Seal Sphynx with darker points of five months of age. Slight rounding to contours of
modified wedge with fair cheek bones and good whisker break with good whisker pads.
Lacking dip at eye line in profile so looking virtually straight. Rounded muzzle is slightly fine,
tending to overshot bite, shallow receding chin. Good large, wide at base ears, set well
apart but held slightly too upright, rounded at tips. Lemon shape to large, wide set eyes,
correctly slanted towards outer edges of ears. Medium length to muscular body with
rounded, broad chest and medium length proportionate legs with thick, oval paws. Slender,
tapering tail to balance body. Very little down anywhere. Rather sparse whiskers and
eyebrows. Sweet natured.
SPHYNX NEUTER FEMALE
BOB BRYNES IMP GR CH & OB IMP GR PR ONATRUREL GIFTWRAPPED SPH w 61 FN 18.1.12
Excellent presentation to this delightful five years old Blue-Eyed White Sphynx lady who is
almost perfect for me. Lovely type to head with rounded contours to a modified wedge with
prominent cheek bones and distinctive whisker break with prominent whisker pads. Slight
dip at eye line in profile. Strong rounded muzzle, level bite but slightly shallow chin. Large,
wide at base ears, set well apart and at slight angle to head, rounded at tips. Lemon shape
to large, wide set eyes, correctly slanted towards outer edges of ears, I think they are both
blue in colour. Medium length, muscular body of surprising weight for size with rounded,
broad chest and medium length proportionate legs with thick, oval paws and long, slim toes
Slender, tapering tail to balance body. Fine down over body, slightly thicker over nose, back
of ears, feet and tail. Rather sparse whiskers and eyebrows. Lovely temperament.
RED BURMESE ADULT
BOB STALKER’S IMP GR CH AUREUS FIRECRACKER BUR d M 23.5.15
Super boy approaching two years of age. Excellent size and weight to solid, muscular body
with proportionate length, shapely legs and largish oval paws. Well shaped tail of good
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length to balance body. Coat is fairly short, slightly dense but close lying, excellent satin like
texture. Red Burmese of medium tangerine correctly paling around body and well
developed. Faint marks at inner top of limbs. Lovely type with very good width to gently
rounded top of head between well set and shaped ears of good size. Pleasing line to profile
with rounded brow, good nose break and fairly short, straight nose. Level bite and fair depth
chin. Lovely expression to yellow eyes of good size and shape. Lovely temperament.
CHOCOLATE POINT SIAMESE KITTEN
1 & BOB SKELDON’S JOANLEXI MR BEAUJANGLES SIA b M 14.6.16
Well grown eight months old boy. Good length to narrowing lines of wedge finish in a fine
muzzle. Level bite and fair depth, level chin. The top of head needs a little more width to
balance the length of the wedge. Excellent line to straight profile. The large wide at base
ears are set a trifle high as lack good width between. Good oriental shape and slant to eyes,
bright blue in colour. Coat is fairly short, close lying and fine in texture across back of neck
and shoulders but is not as short near base of tail where it is coarser. I would prefer a
warmer tone to the slightly dark chocolate points of ears and mask, the tail looks brindled
and the paws are marginally paler. The body colour of ivory shows some shading but tones
with the points colour. Nice natured.
CARAMEL POINT SIAMESE KITTEN
WRONG COLOUR BROCK’S KEVELS FURLETTA DUCHAT SIA m F 19.10.16
Attractive five months old girl of nice overall type. Well proportioned long head with good
width between the ears and long narrowing straight lines, with no pinch, finish in a fine
muzzle. Pleasing line to straight profile. Level bite and fair depth chin. Ears are set to follow
the lines of the wedge, large and wide at bases. Deep, intense blue colour to eyes of oriental
shape and set slanted down towards the nose. Lovely mature coat is short, close lying and
fine in texture. Entered as a Caramel Point Siamese, checked with show manager, but I
thought she was a Lilac Tortie. The points looked pinkish grey with shades of cool toned
cream particularly on the ears with a mottled right ear and slightly on the left. Mask was not
fully formed yet but hint of cream at the top off mask. Just starting to develop colours on
paws and heels. Faint rings on tail. Lovely temperament.

